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About This Game

Step into the gooey metaphorical shoes of the least likely hero in gaming history, who must save his world from the greatest
villain in gaming history! Witness the unexpected birth of a legend, embark upon a grand adventure, and uncover a sinister plot

(among other shameless genre-defining tropes) in this adventure game with numerous puzzles!

Features

Kid-oriented design (play-tested by schoolchildren!)

Ultra cheesy humor (dad jokes ftw!)

Novel character concepts

Linear story-driven adventure plot

Fantasy setting with a rich cosmology

Puzzle-based gameplay (simple to moderate difficulty)

No random encounters, default RPG engine battles, or leveling

No equipment or inventory management (only a few quest items)
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Character progression based on a unique mutation system

A moral to the story

And much, much more!
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the legend of protey

Fast pace arcade game. 7\/10. Awesome game. I hope that they are able to finish and release the other acts in the future. I felt
that everything about this game was solid: pixel art graphics, sound, user interface, writing, etc. Definitely one of the better
point & click games that I've played lately.. Fun and challenging little puzzle game.

Great to have running in the background during school.. this game is awesome! but it needs to improve i like this game its fun
also. Huge let down. Boring. I read all these reviews about great puzzles so i bought it. There are 2 puzzles. One is good and the
other is avg. The graphics look great and it didn't freeze or anything, but this game sucks. There is little to no direction on what
your objective is. There are many objects you would think are interactive, but they aren't. The end came rather abruptly and I
don't know what happened, but it's so boring I don't even care.. Quiver♥♥♥♥♥♥s Terrible Tale runs a similar playtime to the
first, and it's still a fun, quick game to bask in some serious rock nostalgia of those lost and those still rockin it out. Packed full
of crude and crazy jokes, and in my opinion, a more streamlined design to fighting, the Terrible Tale is a must have. Don't
hesitate to pick up this title for a good laugh and a great time.. I'm more ashamed of myself for beating this game instead of my
meat.
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to bad they cant make a puzzle pirates2 or even a dlc type pack either one will put new life back in this great title. VERY
NICEEEE RTS!!!. Simple, but lots of fun. I told my wife I was fixing cat butts. She didn't understand.. This simulation/game
has good potential. Lets see how the devs further develop this game. Right now, its a bit rough around the edges. Graphics need
fine tuning as well as the character models. The story is great and the general idea of the game is fairly unique. The kill cam is
very well done and about the best the game has to offer at the moment! The controls are extremely rough as currently
configured. Flying with a logitech F-310 is next to impossible and find my self quickly reverting back to mouse and keyboard.
Cant wait for Joystick configuration. Id give this game a solid 5.5 as it sits now. However it has the potential for a 8.5-9+ out of
10 should they get the spit shine polished just right. Ill be watching these guys with cautious optimism.. Love CGA graphics and
hate sound cards? Well Arctic Adventure might be the platform game you are looking for. AA is a puzzle platformer from 1991
with all the good and bad that comes from being a classic PC Game. One note is that so far as I can tell the gamepad config is
not complete and you have to use the keyboard to fire your gun (at least with my 360 controller this happened). A general
review and 4 levels of play in the video below.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/b6kxN3Qhs2A. SOUND effects are bad game is kinda boring. Best of the worms games in my opinion.
I used to own worms 3D for gamecube and upon finding this it was like my pants couldnt be anymore creamed. [This game
includes worms 3D]
I had to have it.
I love flying the super sheep.. Western rail shooter. Good enough for the genre, but I doubt you'll play this more than once.
Probably would be cool in VR.. Totally changed my mind about this game once you get more in depth into it the game play and
story are classic konung ended up loving it. I'm bad and cant get to A7, fml no Demonspawn 4 me.

Newsletter #10 — December 2018:

Hello everyone!
Here comes the last newsletter of 2018. This month, we had a party, we did an interview, and the holiday season sales are in full
swing.

We adopted a piano. From the Depths:
In this post, we’re going to take a look at the nastier things lurking in the depths…
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The world in Abandon Ship is in turmoil. Since the collapse of a dominant faction, lawlessness prevails.

Into this vacuum a new power is rising: The Cult of Haliphron.

The Cult worship ancient sea monsters. Their ultimate goal is to consume the entire world, bringing enlightenment to everyone,
whether they want it or not.

The origins of the Cult and the main character’s connection to them are explored in the game. For now, it’s enough to say that
the Cult is after you and will stop at nothing until you’ve been brought back into the fold.

Here are some of the foul creatures and agents of the Cult that will be hunting you:

Cult Fleet. Added sub object Panel!:
Update Ver0.2.1 Sep/17/2016

Hi! Added sub object panel for this update! You can show/hide a part of .obj file in paint mode, if separated some groups in
.obj file.

---------------------
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Features
- Added a subobject panel to the wheel menu of the left controller. You can select show/hide Every "group" of the loaded obj
file format.
- Added select shader window. You can open the window from "Select Shader" button in menu and can choose default shader or
Unlit shader.
- Added enable texture filter option to preferences. You can select on/off of texture filter.

Improvement
- In select environment window, showing check mark to selecting environment.
- Remove unjust triangles at the time of .obj file loading.

Changes
- Raised limit of brush size in sculpt mode to 10 from 6. Processing may be considerably heavy when size 10.

Fixes
- It may not show correct brush parameters of brush setting when in sculpt mode.

note: Features of early access are not stable. These may be changed or abolished.. May 2019 Update!:
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It's been a little while, but here's some fun tweaks for the game.

Gold Chests. Oh…Sir!! The Insult Simulator coming soon to PS4/Xbox One!:
Dear distinguished Gentlemen & Ladies,

Are you fed up of insulting random people using only your PC? Have you ever wanted to tell your friend that his wife will
reincarnate as a pigeon?

Good news! Vile Monarch, together with Crunching Koalas, will soon bring Oh…Sir!! The Insult Simulator to the PS4 and the
Xbox One consoles!
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You can expect a full set of features from the original PC release, including both: local and internet multiplayer, the complete
cast of characters, balance patches, etc. All of the beloved gameplay mechanics stay the same with Combos, Criticals and
Continuations - useful to outwit your argumentative opponents.

We will soon share more details about the console versions, including how much time your friendships will last (A.K.A the
release date). In the meantime, you can keep practising using your Steam and/or mobile version of Oh…Sir!! to give your
friends a hard time when they will join our instant argument family!

Yours Sincerely,

The Vile Monarch
. In game play video for Dead GroundZ bikini scene:

 Bikini scene
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